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ABSTRACT
With the rapid development in Geographic Information Systems (GISs) and their applications, more and
more geo-graphical databases have been developed by different vendors. However, data integration and
accessing is still a big problem for the development of GIS applications as no interoperability exists among
different spatial databases. In this paper we propose a unified approach for spatial data query. The paper
describes a framework for integrating information from repositories containing different vector data sets
formats and repositories containing raster datasets. The presented approach converts different vector data
formats into a single unified format (File Geo-Database “GDB”). In addition, we employ “metadata” to
support a wide range of users’ queries to retrieve relevant geographic information from heterogeneous and
distributed repositories. Such an employment enhances both query processing and performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The need to store and process large amounts of diverse data, which is often geographically
distributed, is obvious is a wide range of application. Most GISs use specific data models and
databases for this purpose. This implies that making new data available to the system requires the
data to be transferred into the system’s specific data format and structure. However, this is a very
time consuming and tedious process. Data accessing, automatically or semi-automatically, often
makes large-scale investment in technical infrastructure and/or manpower inevitable. These
obstacles are some of the motivations behind the concept of information integration. With the
increase of location based services and geographically inspired applications, the integration of
raster and vector data becomes more and more important [24]. In general, a geo-database is a
database that is in some way referenced to locations on Earth [27]. Coupled with this data is
usually data known as attribute data. At-tribute data are generally defined as additional
information, which can then be tied to spatial data. GIS data can be separated into two categories:
spatially referenced data, which is represented by vector and raster forms (including imagery);
and attribute tables, which are represented in tabular format. Within the spatial referenced data
group, the GIS data can be further classified into two different types: vector and raster. Most GIS
applications mainly focus on the usage and manipulation of vector geo-databases with added
components to work with raster-based geo-databases. Basically, vector and raster models differ in
how they conceptualize, store, and represent the spatial locations of objects. The choice of vector,
raster, or combined forms for the spatial database is usually governed by the GIS system in use
and its ability to manipulate certain types of data. Nevertheless, integrated raster and vector
processing capabilities are most desirable and provide the greatest flexibility for data
manipulation and analysis. Many research papers discussed raster-vector integration as presented
in [24, 25, and 26]. In real world applications, the effective management and integration of
information across agency boundaries results in information being used more efficiently and
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effectively [14]. Hence, developing interoperable platforms is a must. Several research work have
been directed towards establishing protocols and interface specifications offering support for the
discovery and retrieval of information that meets the user’s needs [3]. In [1], the authors refer to
spatial interoperability as the ability to communicate, run programs, or transfer spatial data
between diverse data without having prior knowledge about data sources characteristics.
Motivated by the importance of designing interoperable environments spatial data infra-structures
(SDI) were developed. A spatial data infrastructure (SDI) is a data infrastructure implementing a
framework of geographic data, metadata, users, and tools that interact to use spatial data in an
efficient way [3]. Another definition for SDI was presented in [7], in this paper the authors define
an SDI as the technology, policies, standards, human resources, and related activities necessary to
acquire process, distribute, use, maintain, and preserve spatial data. In general, SDI is required to
discover and deliver spatial data from a data repository, via a spatial service provider, to a user.
The authors in [2] defined the basic software components of an SDI as (1) a software client: to
display, query, and analyze spatial data (this could be a browser or a Desktop GIS), (2) a
catalogue service: to discover, browse, and query metadata or spatial services, spatial datasets,
and other resources, (3) a spatial data service: to allow the delivery of the data via the Internet, (4)
processing services: such as datum and projection transformations, (5) a (spatial) data repository:
to store data, e.g. a spatial database, and (6) a GIS software (client or desktop):to create and
update spatial data. Beside these software components, a range of (international) technical
standards are necessary that enable the interaction between the different software components.
Another vital component of an SDI is the “metadata” which can be viewed as a summarized
document providing content, quality, type, creation, and spatial information about a data set [8].
The importance of metadata in spatial data accessing, integration and management of distributed
GIS resources was explored in several works including [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Metadata can be
stored in any format including text file, Extensible Markup Language (XML), or database record.
The summarized view of the metadata enhances data sharing, availability, and reduces data
duplication. Inspired by the importance of developing an interoperable framework for spatial
queries, in this paper we present an interoperable architecture for spatial queries that utilizes
metadata to enhance the query performance. The proposed approach provides usage of modern
and open data access standards. It also helps to develop efficient ways to achieve inter-operability
including consolidation of links between data interoperability extensions and geo-graphic
metadata.
The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Developing an interoperable framework that converts the basic five vector data
formats (AutoCAD DWG, File Geo- database, Personal Geo-database, Shape file,
Coverage, and Geography Markup Language) into a single unified “gdb” format.
Presenting an easy to use tool for searching at the feature data level of spatial vector
data using metadata criteria.
Using XML-metadata style for expressing the feature metadata, such
representation is thus not restricted to a particular standard or profile.
Improving the quality and performance of spatial queries by filtering the number of
candidate results based on the features expressed in the metadata.
GIS users face an opportunity and a challenge in manipulating and accessing the
huge volume of data available from various GIS systems. The proposed approach can
help making it easier for them to find, access, and use other data sets. It also helps
them to easily advertise, distribute, reuse, and combine their data with other data sets.
The proposed approach provides effective and efficient data management for
processing heterogonous data. The power of the proposed model comes from
integrating sources and displaying to the human eye the proximity-based
relationships between objects of interest. Proximity can't be "seen" in the data, but it
can be seen on a map.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of related work. Section
3 defines the problem. Section 4, presents our proposed solution and architecture. In section 5 we
discuss the proposed system and the results achieved. In section 6 we discuss the analysis and testing
of our implemented system. Finally, section 7 concludes and presents directions for future work.

2. RELATED WORK
The need for geo-data from distributed GIS sources is seen in many applications including
decision making, location based services, and navigation applications. Integration of different
data models, types, and structures facilitates cross-data set analysis from both spatial and nonspatial perspectives. This needs motivated several prior work on spatial data interoperability. In
[4], a fuzzy geospatial data modelling technique for generation of fuzzy application schema is
introduced. This approach aims to formalize the fuzzy model using description logic. The
formalization facilitates automated schema mapping required for the integration process. In [5],
service-based methodology has been discussed for integrating distributed geospatial data
repositories in adherence to OGC specified open standards. The paper also describes the central
role of a geographic ontology in the development of an integrated information system which are
interoperable semantically, and utilizing it for service description and subsequent discovery of
services. In [6], an important initiative to achieve GIS interoperability is presented, this is the
OpenGIS Consortium. OpenGIS Consortium is an association looking to define a set of
requirements, standards, and specifications that will support GIS interoperability. An approach
for designing an integrated interoperability model based on the definition of a common template
that integrates seven interoperability levels is proposed in [7].In addition, several work targeted
SDI and Geo-Graphic metadata. Spatial data infrastructures (SDIs) are used to support the
discovery and retrieval of distributed geographic information (GI) services by providing
catalogue services through interoperability standards. A methodology proposed for improving
current GI service discovery is discussed in [8]. When searching spatial data, traditional queries
are no longer sufficient, because of the intrinsic complexity of data. As a matter of fact,
parameters such as filename and date allow users to pose queries which discriminate among data
solely on the basis of their organizational properties. In [9], a methodology for searching
geographic data is introduced which takes into account the various aspects previously discussed.
In [10], an approach to analyze geographic metadata for information search is introduced. In [11],
the shortcomings of conventional approaches to semantic data integration and of existing
metadata frameworks are discussed. On the other hand, the problem of vector and raster data
integration was also investigated. Traditional techniques for vector to raster conversion result in a
loss of information, the entities shape must follow the shape of the pixels. Thus, the information
about the position of the entities in the vector data structure is lost with the conversion. In [12], an
algorithm was developed to reconstruct the boundaries of the vector geographical entities using
the information stored in the raster Fuzzy Geographical Entities. The authors utilize the fact that
the grades of membership represent partial membership of the pixels to the entities, this
information is thus valuable to reconstruct the entities boundaries in the vector data structure,
generating boundaries of the obtained vector entities that are as close as possible to their original
position. In [15], a new data model named Triangular Pyramid framework for enhanced object
relational dynamic vector data model is proposed for representing the complete information
required for representing the data for GIS based application. A spatial data warehouse based
technique for data exchange from the spatial data warehouse is proposed in [13]. However, data
warehouse based approach has several disadvantages keeping in mind the huge volume of data
required to be updated regularly. Many of the problems associated with raster-to-vector and
vector-to-raster conversion are discussed in [27]. In [23], the authors examine the common
methods for converting spatial data sets between vector and raster formats and present the results
of extensive benchmark testing of the proposed procedures. Also, in [16], many of the problems
associated with raster-to-vector and vector-to-raster conversion are discussed. Raster maps are
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considered an important source of information. Extracting vector data from raster maps usually
requires significant user input to achieve accurate results. In [17], an accurate road vectorization
technique that minimizes user input is discussed; it aims to extract accurate road vector data from
raster maps.
In this work we continue to explore possible approaches for vector and raster data integration to
develop an efficient spatial data query tool.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The quality of any geo-spatial information system is the main feature that allows system clients to
fine-tune their search according to their specific needs and criteria. Nevertheless, disparate data
sets exist in different geo-spatial databases with different data formats and models. Ac-cessing
and integrating this heterogeneous data remains a challenge to efficiently answer user queries. In
addition, with the increase in the GIS applications that are based on geographic information
developing a unified approach for spatial query is a crucial requirement. Today, several formats
exist for vector data including: AutoCAD DWG, File Geo-database, Personal Geo-database,
Shape file, Coverage, and Geography Markup Language. Such diversity in data formats generates
a problem in communication and data transfer between different data sources. In addition,
geographical information may be stored using the vector or the raster data structure. The use of
either structure depends on the methods used to collect the data and on the application that will
use the information [12]. Also, such diversity in data models generates a problem in integration
and data access operations between different data repositories.
Example 1: Consider 3 different data sources (DS1, DS2, and DS3) where each source stores the
vector data in different format as shown in Figure 1.
DS3

GML

DS3

CAD

DS3

Shape File

GDB Format

Figure 1. Querying different data sources

Assume a user query that requires data from all three sources. Such a query will require the user
to physically pose three different queries to access the different formats. In addition, the user’s
query will eventually return different results in different formats. Motivated by the problem
presented in Example 1, developing an interoperable platform is an optimal solution that unifies
both the issued query and the query results. To achieve such operation, we need to convert the
different spatial data formats (AutoCAD DWG, File Geo-database, Personal Geo-database, Shape
file, Coverage, and Geography Markup Language, etc.) into a unified format. In this paper we
select the File Geo-database format to be the final unified format.
Example 2: Consider two different data repositories with different data models (R1, R2). Assume
that R1 has raster datasets and R2 has vector datasets as shown in Figure 2.
Assume a user query that requires data from both repositories regardless of data model
representation.
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R1

R2

Raster data model

Vector data model

Metadata query

Figure 2. Querying different data Models

Using the same sources presented in Example 1, and issuing the same user query but assuming
the existence of the required unified model, we then need to obtain a single unified query in
“gdb” format. Again, motivated by the problem in Example 2, the query result still requires
access to all repositories that have data in different models to retrieve all relevant data. Such
access can be improved by understanding the query statement and filtering initial data to capture
only relevant data. Such understanding and filtering process can be achieved using metadata.

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION
As discussed in Section 3, querying different spatial databases that store spatial data in various
formats and models has a number of problems. In this paper we propose a new approach for
spatial query processing and data accessing. The proposed architecture is composed of six main
layers as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Proposed architecture
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The first layer represents different data sources with different vector data formats (.shp, .mif, .cad,
.gml, .mdb) and raster data formats. The second layer contains the spatial data converter
component that is responsible for unifying the vector data formats. The third layer contains the
resulting converted data in a single unified format. The fourth layer is the metadata searcher
component that is responsible to find and access the most suitable datasets regardless of the initial
data models and structures. The fifth layer contains the filtered items by the metadata component.
And finally, the sixth layer contains the final user query results. The main characteristic of our
proposed model is that we build a layer in our architecture that supports “interoperability”
operations by developing a spatial data converter component that converts different spatial data
formats (AutoCAD DWG, File Geo-database, Personal Geo-database, Shape file, Coverage, and
Geography Markup Language) into a single format (File Geo-database “gdb” ).
Nevertheless, the top reasons for choosing the file Geo-database as our final unified format are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

File geo-databases format is ideal for storing and managing geospatial data.
File geo-databases format offers structural, performance, and data management
advantages over personal geo- databases and shape files.
Vector data can be stored in a file geo-database in a compressed, read-only format
that reduces storage requirements.
Storing raster in geo-database format manages raster data by subdividing it into
small, manageable areas called tiles stored as large binary objects (BLOBs) in a
database.
File geo-databases format provides easy data migration.
File geo-databases format is inclusive: one environment for feature classes, raster
datasets, and tables
File geo-databases format is powerful: enables modelling of spatial and attribute
relationships.
File geo-databases format is scalable: can sup-port organization-wide usage and
workflows, and can be used with DBMS like Oracle, IBM DB2, and Microsoft SQL
Server Express.

In addition our model has a layer that provides usage of modern and open data access standards,
and helps to develop efficient ways to achieve inter-operability including consolidation of links
between geo-graphic data interoperability extensions and geo-graphic metadata by developing a
metadata searcher component that looks in repositories which have data in different spatial data
models, structure, and formats and finds the most proper datasets. In the following discussion we
present our proposed spatial data conversion algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Spatial Data Converter
Input: A different number of spatial databases with different vector data formats (GML, CAD,
MIF, mdb, and shp).
Output: A different number of spatial databases with unified vector data format (File Geodatabase).
Begin
Get the path of the input file;
Create an empty output file with the same name of the input file
and replace extension with “gdb”;
Define a new GeoProcessor object;
If(data format “gml” or “cad” or “mif”) Then{
Define a quick import object;
Set input file as input to QuickImport object;
Set the created empty output file as output to
quick import object;
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Pass QuickImport object to GeoProcessor ;
}
ElseIf(data format is “mdb”) Then {
Initialize a CopyTool;
List all feature classes, data sets, and tables of the input file ;
Loop until no features, dataset, tables found
Begin
Set the feature or dataset or table as an input to the CopyTool;
Create the output path of the dataset or feature as the name of the
Created output file and append to it the name of item;
Set the item path as output to CopyTool;
Pass CopyTool object to GeoProcessor;
End loop
{ ElseIf (data format is “.shp”) Then}
Define new Feature class object with the path of the shape file ;
Define an Append object;
Set input to Append object as feature class created from shape file;
Set output to Append object the path of the created output gdb
appended to it the name of feature class name;
}
EndIf
Execute conversion using GeoProcessor;
End

By applying Algorithm 1 on the different data sources with different data formats in layer 1, we
obtain in layer 3 a single unified data format and structure (File Geo-database “gdb”). The
motivation behind choosing theses five formats for conversion is that these formats are very
flexible in terms of the ability to mix all sorts of geometry types in a single dataset, openly
documented, support geo-referenced coordinate systems, and are considered stable exchange
formats. A successful conversion between (AutoCAD DWG, Map Info., Personal Geo-database,
Shape file, Coverage, and Geography Markup Language) and File Geo-database format is done,
considering the same shape size, origin and orientation, the same results are obtained. The areas
occupied by entities inside the original file and the converted one are always the same. Then, in
layer 4 motivated by the problem presented in Example 2, we developed a “Metadata Searcher”
component as shown in Figure 4. The metadata searcher component defines some properties (for
example: number of features, creation date, geographic form, feature name, and reference
system), and searches in different data sources and Repositories for items that match those
properties. The metadata feature selection component proceeds as follows.
Algorithm 2: Metadata Feature Selection
Input: A different number of spatial databases with unified vector data format (File Geodatabase “.gdb“)
Output: A collection of features that match metadata criteria.
Begin
Define metadata search properties and values;
Define the path that contains the converted data “GDB;“
List all the converted gdb files
Loop until no files found
Begin
Loop FOR EACH features and datasets in gdb file
Begin
If item matches defined metadata properties and values Then
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Add item to filtered item list
End If
End loop
End loop
End

We apply Algorithm 2 in layer 4 in our proposed architecture on a different number of spatial
databases with unified “.gdb” format and raster datasets. Then, for every data source the
algorithm searches for the features and data elements that match the metadata search criteria, and
save the selected items in the list of filtered items that eventually contribute towards the user
query result.
START
The Catalogue Path,
The system will look in

Define Search criteria and its values
Loop for all datasets in all repositories

If data set matches
search criteria

Add this item to filtered list

END

Figure 4. Metadata Searcher Component Flow Chart

Algorithm 3: Raster Query
Input: Raster dataset.
Output: Raster Result set.
Begin
Create the RasterExtractionOp object.
Declare the Raster input object.
Declare a RasterDescriptor object
Select the field used for extraction Using RasterDescriptor
Set RasterDescriptor as an input to RasterExtractionOp object.
Execute Query using RasterExtractionOp object.
Save the Results in new Geodataset.
End

Next, layer 5 maintains the filtered items resulting from the different data sources that match the
specific metadata properties and is ready to receive user query. The filtered raster dataset will be
queried by applying Algorithm 3 and filtered vector datasets will be queried either by Sptial data
qurey functions or attributte data statements. Finally, layer 6 contains the actual combined user
query results that composed of raster and vector datasets against the filtered items that are then
presented to user.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper we present a holistic approach to unify spatial data query schemas. Various data
accessing and metadata management steps have been used and subsequently employed to
contribute towards designing a framework for efficiently answering spatial data query. In our
design we focused on the following features that the proposed system satisfies:
•

Easy to access geospatial data repositories and retrieving data in transparent way. The
file Geo-database “gdb” format was chosen in our model for reasons discussed before
in section 4.

•

Developing an interoperable framework that links both semantic interoperability and
syntactic interoperability is a promising scenario for deriving data from multiple
sources with different data formats and models.

•

Metadata descriptions adopted in the proposed system are not reliant up on specific
profile or standard. XML-based metadata was chosen to ensure flexibility for
discovering resources and features.

Taking those constraints into consideration, we built an easy to use tool that unifies different
vector formats into a single “gdb” format, accesses different spatial data models (Raster and
Vector) repositories, and processes user queries using spatial metadata that helps to enhance the
query performance. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the initial input to the system where data is
presented in different spatial formats and models. This initial format is then unified as shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 5.Vector Data before applying spatial data converter
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Figure 6. Raster Data Repository

Figure 7. Unifed "GDB" Format
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Once the data is unified, the system starts processing spatial queries. It accepts the criteria defined
by the user that constrain the required output. Those constraints along with the metadata help to
locate the candidate data in different files. For instance some users are interested in files that have
specific number of features, specific creation date, or feature name that start with specific pattern,
or contains specific pattern. Augmenting metadata in the system allows the user to select all the
criteria he needs, and search in the catalogue path to locate matching data sets and feature classes.
Example 3: Consider a MQ1 (Metadata Query) with the following selection criteria as shown in
Figure 8:
Data Representation equals vector digital data, Feature Name contains Streets, Feature Count
greater than 180, East bounding coordinate equals 31.219267, Data Form Value equals File Geodatabase Feature Class, Creation Date equals 20121118, and Reference System equals
WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_36N

Figure 8. Metadata Searcher Screen.

After metadata data query results are retrieved, the user has the ability for selecting features from
single or multiple vector feature classes and datasets retrieved. For single feature class the user
poses vector attribute data query based on specific values and selected criteria (VQ1), for multiple
feature classes and datasets the user poses spatial vector data query based on selected topological
relation between features and values used in selected features buffering.
For VQ1 (vector attribute data query) the user can also specify the values associated to each
feature as follows: “Ename ≠ 'NULL', Width > 15, Shape_length >200 and METERS > 0”
For VQ2 (vector spatial data query) the user can also specify the topological relation and values
associated to buffer features as follows: “Select features from “Fuel_Stations” are within a
distance of “Buildings” with a buffer to features in buildings of 190.000000 Meters”.
Using the sample dataset shown in Figure 7, the system will retrieve three feature classes that
match the user specified criteria and values as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 9. Vector Attribute table

Figure 10. Vector Query Result

Those matching classes are retrieved based on the metadata used in the query. The final results
are then displayed or presented to the user as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.Motivated by
Example 3, assume that user interested to find all datasets in all repositories regardless of data
representation model that have the following criteria “East bounding coordinate equals
31.219267” the User to AND the Query appear in Example 3 with the another one in Example 4
to find and access all required datasets.
Example 4: Consider a MQ2 (Metadata Query) a user change query selection criteria to be:
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“Data Representation equals raster digital data; Feature Name contains call, east bounding
coordinate equals 31.219267, Data Form Value equals Raster Dataset, Creation Date greater than
20121220, and Reference System equals “IMAGINE GeoTIFF ERDAS, Inc. Al”
After metadata data query results are retrieved the user has the ability to query Raster data using
the cell value. To query a grid, the user has to use a logical expression such as RQ1: [Count]
>700 AND [Temp_C]>=40.34. It is also possible to query multiple grids by cell value.

Figure 11. Raster Attribute table

Figure 12.Raster Query result

Figure 13.Final Query results Integrated Map.
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According to Example 4, the sample dataset is shown in Figure 11and Figure 12, the system will
retrieve one dataset that matches the user specified criteria and values. This matched dataset is
retrieved based on setting values used in Example 4 query. The final results are then displayed or
presented to the user as shown in Figure 13.

6. QUANTIFIABLE ANALYSIS AND TESTING
To clarify our justifications of using centralized file geo-database as a back end geospatial data
store, and for linking geographic metadata with data interoperability extensions, we proposed a
platform connecting different data sources and formats for implementing a unified approach for
spatial data query. A framework example was also implemented and tested. In this section we
investigate the design and features of the implemented system. Based on our previous discussion,
in this framework we develop two main components namely, a spatial data converter, and a
metadata searcher. In addition, we also developed the basic operations performed by those two
components as discussed earlier. The main characteristic of those developed operations is that
they hide implementation details from the user providing him with a transparent communication
with the system.
Following the architecture proposed in [1], our proposed system architecture is composed of four
layers; presentation layer, business logic layer, data access layer, and data management tier. The
function of each layer is as defined in [1]. Flyweight and façade design patterns were used for
implementing the four layers mentioned above [28] [29]. Were the system starts with the user
inputting a physical location path for the spatial dataset. Then, the spatial data irrespective to its
original format is converted using the spatial data converter into the unified GDB format. Once
the unified data is ready, the user is requested to input the metadata search criteria and
parameters. Finally, based on user requests, the metadata searcher component retrieves the results
from the unified geo-database and returns the results to the user.
Performance Test: The proposed framework was also tested using random features of sizes:
5000, 10000, 50000. Those features were first inserted and integrated into the centralized geodatabase along with their associated geo-graphic view and attribute tables. Then, to evaluate the
performance two queries were designed and posed against the system. We used the test queries to
test our proposed framework. The first query (Q1) aims to retrieve raster datasets and performs
“raster query by attribute” against result set. The other one (Q2) aims to retrieve vector feature
classes and then perform “Vector attribute Query” against result set.
For both queries, we measured the average run time and used it as a metric for evaluating the
performance. Tables 1 and 2 present the results obtained from both queries.
Table1. Performance test for retrieving features (Q1)
Number of Features
Number of features Retrieved
Time(Milliseconds)Retrieving and manipulating data with
implemented system
Time(Milliseconds)Retrieving and manipulating data without
implemented system

5000
178
195 ms

10000
231
210 ms

50000
343
350 ms

230 ms

360 ms

500 ms
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Table2. Performance test for retrieving features (Q2)
Number of Features
Number of features Retrieved
Time(Milliseconds)Retrieving and manipulating data with
implemented system
Time(Milliseconds)Retrieving and manipulating data without
implemented system

5000
103
60 ms

10000
189
198 ms

50000
243
220 ms

105 ms

230 ms

380 ms

The results displayed above show that the proposed solution is an efficient solution for retrieving
and manipulation of spatial data.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Efficiency of the planning system needs accessible, affordable, adequate, accurate and timely
spatial and Non-spatial information. Information integration and sharing in turn needs an efficient
route that can give possible access to the needy. The potential route can be achieved and accessed
through the implementation of a well structured interoperable approach towards good information
management. This paper introduces the issues of data interoperability, advantages of Geo-Graphic
metadata, and its mechanism for data interoperability. In this paper we proposed an interoperable
framework for spatial data query. Developing spatial data converter component which enables the
proposed framework to accept vector data in various formats and unifies them into a single “gdb”
format, which can be integrated with different raster datasets. GDB format can give users the
capability to easily and dynamically publish and exchange data in an open, non-proprietary
industry-standard format, thus maximizing the re-use of geospatial data, eliminating timeconsuming data conversion and reducing associated costs. The resulting files are then input to a
metadata selection component that uses the spatial features metadata to answer the user queries
more efficiently. For future work we plan to extend our work to consider raster data in order to
present a complete interoperable platform for spatial data. We also think that testing the system
on various queries can strengthen our work. based on the search results we still need to develop a
“ranking component” based on data mining techniques that is able to integrate with our proposed
model, to sort results based on the importance of information value to the user is must. Finally,
the current proposed approach still cannot solve the problem of semantic interoperability,
investigating this point can be a good point for future work.
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